| CRN  | Course number | Units | If present, indicates enrollment limit. As of the first day of classes for the term, the instructor's signature is required to register for all limited enrollment classes. | If present, SIG indicates permission of the instructor (signature on registration form) is required to register for the class. | Meeting time(s): M-Monday, T-Tuesday, W-Wednesday, R-Thursday, F-Friday, S-Saturday, U-Sunday | The university standard class periods are 8:30-9:40 MWF, 9:50-11:00 MWF, 11:20-12:20 MWF, 1:30-2:40 MWF, 2:50-4:00 MWF, 9:00-10:50 TR, 12:30-2:20 TR, and 2:30-4:20 TR. Class meetings may be scheduled at other times for laboratory sessions, studio classes in art, beginning language instruction, and some music courses. | Building codes: | (A,M,G,D,W,S,Q): Indicates class will be applied to competency and diversity requirements as follows—A-foreign language for B.A. and five-year B.A./B.Mus. students, M-foreign language for B.Mus. students, G-global diversity, D-dimensions of diversity, W-writing intensive, S-speaking intensive, Q-quantitative analysis | Information about cross-listings: A CRN will be displayed for the parent class only. Students must register for the parent class, and may submit a “Request to Cross-List Class” form to have the class appear on transcripts under an alternate listing. Class registrations will be modified to reflect such requests after the two-week class change period at the beginning of each term. | If present, indicates course offered on S/U grade basis only. |

1. CRN (Class reference number): This number identifies a particular class session of a course. Registration for a class will be based on the CRN submitted by the student on a registration form. Where there is a choice of meeting times (such as lab courses) or course levels (tutorials, independent study, music lessons), particular attention should be given to selecting the CRN matching the meeting time or course level desired. “CLSD” will appear instead of the CRN when a class is closed to additional registrations. “XLIST” will appear instead of the CRN when the class is cross-listed (See 8 below). “MUEN” will appear instead of the CRN for all ensembles which will be handled by the ensemble directors at the beginning of the term.

2. Course number

3. Units

4. If present, indicates enrollment limit. As of the first day of classes for the term, the instructor’s signature is required to register for all limited enrollment classes.

5. If present, SIG indicates permission of the instructor (signature on registration form) is required to register for the class.

6. Meeting time(s): M-Monday, T-Tuesday, W-Wednesday, R-Thursday, F-Friday, S-Saturday, U-Sunday

7. The university standard class periods are 8:30-9:40 MWF, 9:50-11:00 MWF, 11:20-12:20 MWF, 1:30-2:40 MWF, 2:50-4:00 MWF, 9:00-10:50 TR, 12:30-2:20 TR, and 2:30-4:20 TR. Class meetings may be scheduled at other times for laboratory sessions, studio classes in art, beginning language instruction, and some music courses.

8. Building codes:

   - WATM: Waterman House
   - BRIG: Briggs Hall
   - BUCH: Buchanan Kiewit Center
   - BROK: Brokaw Hall
   - LIBR: Seeley G. Mudd Library
   - MAIN: Main Hall
   - MUSI: Music Drama Center
   - SCIE: Science Hall
   - SHAT: Shattuck Hall of Music
   - WRIS: Wriston Art Center
   - YOUN: Youngchild Hall

9. (A,M,G,D,W,S,Q): Indicates class will be applied to competency and diversity requirements as follows—A-foreign language for B.A. and five-year B.A./B.Mus. students, M-foreign language for B.Mus. students, G-global diversity, D-dimensions of diversity, W-writing intensive, S-speaking intensive, Q-quantitative analysis

10. Information about cross-listings: A CRN will be displayed for the parent class only. Students must register for the parent class, and may submit a “Request to Cross-List Class” form to have the class appear on transcripts under an alternate listing. Class registrations will be modified to reflect such requests after the two-week class change period at the beginning of each term.

11. If present, indicates course offered on S/U grade basis only.